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Abstract— Important theoretical aspects of multi-r obot
coordination mechanismshave, to date,beenlargely ignored.
To addresspart of this negligence,we focuson the problem
of multi-r obot task allocation. We give a formal, domain-
independent,statementof the problem and show it to be an
instance of another, well-studied, optimization problem. In
this light, we analyze several recently proposedapproaches
to multi-r obot task allocation, describing their fundamental
characteristics in such a way that they can be objectively
studied, compared, and evaluated.

I . INTRODUCTION

Sincetheearly1990s, theproblemof taskallocation in
multi-robotsystemshasreceivedsignificant andincreasing
interest in the researchcommunity. As researchers de-
sign,build, andusecooperative multi-robot systems,they
invariably encounter the question: “which robot should
execute which task?” This questionmust be answered,
even for relatively simple multi-robot systems,and the
importance of task allocation grows with the complexity,
in size and capability, of the systemunder study. Even
in the simplestcaseof homogeneous robots with fixed,
identical roles, intelligent allocation of tasksis required
for good systemperformance, if only to minimizephysical
interference.

Of course, task allocation need not be explicit; it
may insteademerge from the interactionsof the robots
(physical andotherwise), as is the casewith coordination
methods put forward by proponents of swarm robotics
[9]. Suchanemergent system,whenconstructed skillfully,
can be extremely effective and may provide the simplest
and most elegant solution to a problem. However, it is
a solution to a specificproblem,and if robotsare to be
generally useful,we believe that they mustbe capable of
solving a variety of problems.

Over theyears,asignificant body of work hasbeen done
on explicit multi-robot taskallocation(MRTA), generally
involving task-orientedinter-robotcommunication.A vari-
ety of sucharchitectureshave been proposed; while they
are sometimesevaluated experimentally, they are rarely
subjectto formal analysis. It is coordinationarchitectures
of this type on which we focusour analysis in this paper.
Our aim is to addresstwo key shortcomings of theMRTA

work to date1:
� computation and communication requirements are

generally unknown� aside from experimental validation in specific do-
mains, there is no characterizationof the solution
quality that canbe expected

Therestof thispaper is organizedasfollows.In thenext
sectionwe give a formal statementof thegeneral problem
of multi-robot task allocation, by way of reduction to
an instanceof a well-known optimization problem from
Operations Research. In Section III, we analyze some
significant MRTA architectures that have beenproposed
to dateby considering themto be algorithmsfor (approx-
imately) solving the underlying optimizationproblem. By
doingsowe will gain a deeperunderstandingof how these
approachesfunction and what cost/benefit tradeoffs they
introduce. We concludein SectionIV with a summaryand
a brief discussionof extensionsand future directionsfor
our work.

I I . PROBLEM STATEMENT

Weclaimthatmulti-robottaskallocationcanbereduced
to an instanceof the Optimal AssignmentProblem(OAP)
[11], a well-known problem from OperationsResearch.
A recurring special caseof particular interest in several
fields of study, this problemcan be formulatedin many
ways.Given ourapplicationdomain, it is fitting to describe
the problem in terms of jobs and workers. There are n
workers,eachlooking for one job, and m available jobs,
eachrequiring one worker. The jobs can be of different
priorities, meaning that it is more important to fill some
jobs than others. Each worker has a nonnegative skill
rating estimatinghis/her performance for each potential
job (if a worker is incapable of undertaking a job, then
the worker is assigneda rating of zero for that job). The
problemis to assignworkers to jobs in orderto maximize
the overall expected performance, taking into account the
priorities of the jobs and the skill ratingsof the workers.

1In arecentimportantpaper[21], Pynadath& Tambeperformasimilar
critique andanalysisof strategies for multi-agentteamwork.



Our multi-robot task allocationproblemcan be posed
as an assignmentproblem in the following way: given
n robots,m prioritized (i.e., weighted) single-robottasks,
andestimatesof how well eachrobot canbe expectedto
performeach task,assignrobotsto tasksso asmaximize
overall expectedperformance.However, becausetheprob-
lem of taskallocationis a dynamic decision problemthat
varies in time with phenomena including environmental
changes,we cannot be content with this staticassignment
problem.Thus we completeour reductionby iteratively
solving the staticassignmentproblem over time.

Of course,thecostof runningtheassignmentalgorithm
must be taken into account. At one extreme, a costless
algorithm can be executed arbitrarily fast, ensuringan
optimal assignmentover time. At the other extreme, an
expensive algorithm that can only be executedonce will
produce a static assignmentthat is only initially optimal
and will degradeover time. Finally there is the question
of how many tasksare considered for (re)assignment at
each iteration. In order to createand maintain an opti-
mal allocation, the assignmentalgorithm must consider
(and potentially reassign)every task in the system.Such
an inclusive approach can be computationally expensive
and,indeed, someimplemented approaches to MRTA use
heuristics to determinea subsetof tasks that will be
considered in a particulariteration.

Together, thecostof thestaticalgorithm,the frequency
with which it is executed, and the manner in which
tasksareconsideredfor (re)assignmentwill determinethe
overall computational andcommunicationoverheadof the
system,as well as the solution quality. Thus it is these
characteristicsof MRTA architecturesthat we examinein
SectionIII. Beforecontinuing with a formal statementof
our problem, we undertake a necessaryaside regarding
utility.

A. Utilit y

Utility is a unifying, if sometimesimplicit, concept in
economics[10], gametheory[17], andoperationsresearch
[2], as well as multi-robot coordination (seeSectionIII).
The idea is that eachindividual can somehow internally
estimatethe value (or the cost)of executing an action. It
is variously called fitness,valuation, and cost. Since the
exact formulation variesfrom systemto system,we now
give an instructive andgeneric, yet practical,definition of
utility for multi-robot systems.

We assumethat each robot is capable of estimating
its fitness for every task of which it is capable. This
estimation includes two factors, both task- and robot-
dependent:
� expectedquality of taskexecution, given the method

and equipment to be used(e.g., the accuracy of the
mapthatwill beproducedusinga laserrange-finder)

� expected resourcecost, given the spatio-temporal
requirements of the task(e.g.,the power that will be
requiredto drive themotorsandlaserrange-finder in
order to mapthe building)

Givena robotR anda taskT, if R is capable of executing
T, then we can define, on somestandardized scale,QRT
andCRT asthe quality andcost,respectively, expectedto
result from the execution of T by R. We can now define
a combined, nonnegative utility measure2:

URT �
QRT � CRT if R is capableof executingT and

QRT � CRT
0 otherwise

The robots’ utility estimateswill be inexact for a num-
berof reasons,including sensornoise,general uncertainty,
and environmental change. These unavoidablecharacter-
istics of the multi-robot domain will necessarily limit
the efficiency with which coordination can be achieved.
We treat this limit as exogenous, on the assumption
that lower-level robot control has already beenmadeas
reliable, robust, and preciseas possibleand thus that we
are incapable of improving it. When we later discuss
“optimal” allocationsolutions;we mean“optimal” in the
sensethat, given the union of all informationavailable in
the system(with the concomitantnoise,uncertainty, and
inaccuracy), it is impossibleto construct a solution with
higher overall utility.

Note that although we have not discussedplanning or
learning,ourdefinitionof utility permitstheir introduction.
The addition of a predictive model, for example, will
(presumably)improve the accuracy of utility estimates
by considering expected future events. To achieve the
bestsystemperformance, suchtechniquesshouldbe used
whenever possible.

B. Formalism

We are now ready to stateour MRTA problem as an
instanceof the OAP. Formally, we aregiven:
� the setof n robots,denoted I1 �	�
�
�	� In� the setof m prioritized tasks,denotedJ1 �	�
�
�	� Jm and

their relative weights3 w1 �
�
�
�	� wm� Ui j , the nonnegative utility of robot Ii for task Jj ,
1 � i � n, 1 � j � m

We assume:
� Eachrobot Ii is capable of executingat mostonetask

at any given time.� EachtaskJj requiresexactly onerobot to executeit.

Theseassumptions,thoughsomewhat restrictive, arenec-
essaryin order to reduceMRTA to the classicalOAP,
which is given in termsof single-worker jobs andsingle-
job workers.We arecurrentlyworking on a moregeneral

2We thankMichael Wellman for suggestingthis formulation.
3If thetasksareof equalpriority (asis oftenthecase),thentheweights

areall equalto 1.



formulationthat will allow us to relax theseassumptions.
Regardless,in most existing MRTA work (including the
architectures that we study in Section III) , thesesame
assumptionsaremade, though often implicitly.

The problemis to find an optimal allocation of robots
to tasks.An allocationis a setof robot-taskpairs:

�
i1 � j1 ��
�	�

�
ik � jk �� 1 ��� k ��� min

�
m� n 

Given our assumptions,for anallocationto be feasiblethe
robots i1 �	�
� ik and the tasks j1 �
�
� jk must be unique. The
benefit (i.e., expectedperformance) of an allocationis the
weighted utility sum:

U �
k

∑
m� 1

Uim jm
w jm

We cannow castour problemasan integral linear pro-
gram[11]: find n2 nonnegative integersαi j thatmaximize

∑
i � j αi jUi jw j (1)

subjectto

∑
i

αi j � 1��� j

∑
j

αi j � 1��� i
(2)

The sum (1) is just the overall systemutility, while (2)
enforces the constraint that we are working with single-
robot tasksandsingle-taskrobots(note that sinceαi j are
integers they mustall be either0 or 1). Given an optimal
solution to this problem (i.e., a set of integers αi j that
maximizes (1) subject to (2)), we construct an optimal
task allocation by assigningrobot i to task j only when
αi j � 1.

By creating a linear program, we restrict the space
of task allocation problems that we can model in one
way: the function to be maximized (1) must be linear.
Importantly, thereis no suchrestrictionon the manner in
which the componentsof that function are derived. That
is, individual utilities can be computed in any arbitrary
way, but they mustbe combined linearly.

C. Scheduling formulation

The OAP, and thus MRTA, can also be seenfrom a
scheduling perspective. Phrasedin Brucker’s terminology
[4], our problem is in the classof scheduling problems
describedby:

R ��� ∑wiCi (3)

That is, the systemis composedof heterogeneous paral-
lel machines and overall performance is computed as a
weighted sumof the utility valuesfor the individual tasks
(Brucker usesCi as the utility estimateof the machine
assignedto task i andwi as the scalarweight for task i).

The problemclass(3) is a supersetof the simplercaseof
identicalparallelmachines:

P ��� ∑wiCi (4)

Problemsin the class(4) areknown to be ��� -hard[4],
and thusso areproblemsin the class(3).

Fortunately, we can simplify our problem by making
two domain-specific observations.First, we recognize that
the MRTA problem is a degenerate scheduling problem.
Whereasin scheduling onemustassigntasksto machines
over time, in MRTA we consider only a single time-slot
at each iteration. Second, we can incorporate the task
weightsdirectly into the utility estimatesif we make the
reasonable assumptionthat the taskweightsareknown to
the robotsand can be usedin utility estimation.Given a
utility estimateUi j for robot i andtask j anda scalartask
weightw j , we candefine a new weightedutility estimate:

U �i j � w jUi j

For a singletime-slot,we cantrivially make this changeof
variables for each of the mn utiliti esUi j in O

�
mn time.

Thus, our particular problem reduces to an unweighted
scheduling problem,becoming an instanceof the class:

R ��� ∑Ci (5)

Problemsin the class(5) are known to be polynomially
solvable, for example by Bruno et al.’s job scheduling
algorithm[5], which runsin O

�
mn3  time.Therealsoexist

specialized algorithmsthatsolve theOAP even faster, such
asKuhn’s Hungarianmethod [13], which runsin O

�
mn2 

time.
This result is important, becauseit suggests that we

can develop practical, efficient mechanismsfor making
optimal allocations of tasks in multi-robot systems.If
insteadour problem were ��� -hard thenwe could only
realistically expect to employ heuristic, potentially sub-
optimal algorithmsof the sort used to date for MRTA,
andwhich we analyze in the next section.

Parker hasshown [19] that a variant of MRTA, which
she calls the ALLIANCE Efficiency Problem (AEP),
is ��� -hard by restriction to the the ��� -complete
problem PARTITION. This result does not contradict our
preceding analysis of MRTA, for theAEP is in factharder
than the instantaneous task allocation problem that we
consider in this paper. In the AEP, given is a setof tasks
making up a mission,and the objective is to allocatea
subsetof thesetasksto each robot so as to minimize the
maximum time taken by a robot to serially execute its
allocatedtasks.Thusin orderto solve the AEP, onemust
constructa time-extendedschedule of tasksfor eachrobot.
This problem is clearly an instanceof the scheduling
problem:

R ��� Cmax (6)



which is known to be ��� -hard [4]. Thuswe have cor-
roboratedParker’s conclusion with a scheduling analysis.

I I I . ANALYSIS

Having given a formal statement of theMRTA problem,
we arenow in a positionto analyze someof the key task
allocationarchitecturesfrom the literature.In this section
we examine six approachesto MRTA, focusingon three
characteristics:
� computation requirements [7]� communication requirements [14]� taskconsideration

In part because of trends in the researchcommunity
that stressthe importanceof experimentalvalidation with
physical robots, such theoretical aspects of multi-robot
coordinationmechanismshavebeenlargely ignored. How-
ever, they are vitally important to the study, compari-
son, and objective evaluation of the mechanisms. The
large-scaleand long-termbehavior of the systemwill be
strongly determined by the fundamental characteristics
of the underlying algorithm(s). Thus we endeavor to
derive andexplicatethosecharacteristics here.Beforewe
continue, however, it will be necessaryto explain the
methodology that we usein our analysis.

A. Methodology

As we statedearlier, thekey to effective taskallocation
for multi-robot systemsis to iterate the assignment,in
orderto dealwith changesin thetasks,therobots,andthe
environment. The architectures under study achieve this
iteration in different ways, along two dimensions.First,
while some approaches allow assignmentand reassign-
ment of all tasksat each iteration, somenever reassign
tasks (or at least only reassignthem because of robot
failure). Second, some approaches periodically consider
all taskssimultaneously, while others considersingletasks
sequentially as they areoffered for (re)assignment.Thus,
whenwe discusscomplexities, we statethemin termsof
iterations,though the details of an “iteration” may vary
acrossarchitectures.

We determinecomputation requirements, or running
time, in the usual way, as the number of times that
somedominant operation is repeated. For our domain that
operationis usuallyeithera calculation or comparison of
utility, and running time is statedas a function of n and
m, the numbers of robots and tasks,respectively. Since
modern robotshave significantprocessingcapabilities on-
boardandcaneasilywork in parallel,we assumethat the
computational load is evenly distributed over the robots,
and state the running time as it is for each robot. For
example, if we needto find for eachrobot the task with
thehighestutility, thenthe runningtime is O

�
m , because

eachrobot performsm comparisons,in parallel.

We determinecommunicationrequirements asthe total
number of inter-robotmessages sentover thenetwork. We
do not considermessagesizes,on theassumptionthatthey
are generally small (e.g.,single scalarutility values) and
approximately the samefor differentalgorithms.We also
assumethat a perfect sharedbroadcast communication
mediumis in useandthatmessagesarealwaysbroadcast,
rather than unicast.So if, for example,eachrobot must
tell every other robot its own highest utility value then
the overheadis O

�
n  , becauseeachrobot makes a single

broadcast.

B. Thearchitectures

We have chosenfor studysix MRTA architecturesthat
have been validatedon eitherphysicalor simulatedrobots.
Our choices aresomewhat subjective, for therearea great
many more architecturesin the literature. However, we
believe that we have gathereda set of approachesthat is
fairly representative of the work to date.In the following
sections,we analyze thesearchitectures; our resultsare
summarizedin Table I.

1) ALLIANCE and BLE: We begin our analysis with
thebehavior-based[15] ALLIANC E architecture[20], one
of the earliestand best-known approaches to MRTA. At
eachiteration,all tasksareconsideredfor (re)assignment,
basedon therobots’utility estimates.In this case,utiliti es
are distributed among measuresof acquiescence and im-
patience. For example,whena robotis currentlyexecuting
a task, its utility for that task is decreasedover time by
its own increasingacquiescence and by the increasing
impatience of the other robots.Similarly, a robot’s utility
for a task that is being executed by another robot is
increasedover timeby its own impatienceandby theother
robot’s acquiescence.

By splitting the utility estimationin this way, the AL-
LIANCE architecture decreasescommunicationoverhead.
Since each robot is effectively modeling internally the
progressof the others,the robotsneednot broadcasttheir
utilities for each task (as is the casewith many of the
approachesdescribed below). Specifically, assumingthat
all available tasksare currently underway, eachengaged
robot broadcastsonly a heartbeat messageeach iteration,
yielding a communicationoverheadof O

�
m per iteration.

A significantdrawback to this approach is that a variety
of parameters that govern the robots’ update rules for
impatience and acquiescence must be carefully tuned.
This problem was addressedin ALLIANC E in part by
introducing parameterlearning.

With regard to computation, each robot executes a
greedytask-selectionalgorithm: for eachavailable task,
compare its own utility to that of every other robot and
selectthe shortesttask for which it is mostcapable (thus
tasksare implicitly prioritized by length). This algorithm
canbe executed in O

�
mn time per iteration.



Name Computational Communication Task
Requir ements / iteration Requir ements / iteration Consideration

ALLIANCE [20] O
�
mn O

�
m simultaneous,

reassignment
BLE [22] O

�
mn O

�
mn simultaneous,

reassignment
M+ [3] O

�
mn O

�
mn simultaneous,

no reassignment
MURDOCH [12] O

�
1  / bidder O

�
n  sequential,

O
�
n  / auctioneer no reassignment

First-priceauctions [23] O
�
1  / bidder O

�
n  sequential,

O
�
n  / auctioneer reassignment

Dynamic role assignment[6] O
�
1  / bidder O

�
n  sequential,

O
�
n  / auctioneer reassignment

TABLE I

Summaryof selectedMRTA architectures. Shownhere are the computationaland communicationrequirementsfor six key architectures. Note that

“iter ation” hasa different meaningdependingon whethertasksare considered simultaneouslyor sequentially.

Broadcast of Local Eligibility (BLE) [22] is another
behavior-basedapproach to MRTA, with fixed-priority
tasks. For each task, each robot has a corresponding
behavior that is capable of executing the task, as well
as estimating the robot’s utility for the task. Utilities
are computed in a task-specificmanner as a function
of relevant sensordata. These utilities are periodically
broadcastto theother robots,with all taskssimultaneously
considered for (re)assignment.

Since each robot must broadcast its utility for each
task, we have communication overhead of O

�
mn per

iteration.Upon receiptof the other robots’ utilities, each
robotexecutesasimplegreedyalgorithm:find thehighest-
priority task for which it is most fit. This algorithm
requireseach robot to compare, for each task, its own
utility to that of every other robot, resulting in running
time of O

�
mn per iteration.

TheBLE algorithmhasalsobeen usedto coordinatethe
actionsof the Azzurra Robot Team(ART) [1] in a soccer
domain. We note that, if task priorities are incorporated
into utility estimates(see Section II-C) and all utility
estimateshave beengatheredin a central table,both the
ALLIANCE andBLE taskalgorithmscanequivalently be
statedin the following way:

1) Find therobot-taskpair
�
i � j  with thehighest utility.

2) Assign robot i to task j and remove them from
consideration.

3) Go to step1.

Exactly thisgreedy algorithm,operatingonaglobalblack-
board,hasalsobeenusedin a recentstudyof the impact
of communication andcoordinationon MRTA [18].

2) Auction-based approaches: The M+ system [3]
achieves task allocationby useof a variant of the well-
known Contract Net Protocol (CNP) [8]. The basic idea
of theCNPis thatwhena taskis available, it is put up for
auction, and candidate robots make “bids” that are their
task-specificutility estimates.Thehighestbidder (i.e., the
best-fitrobot)wins a contractfor the taskandproceeds to
execute it.

In the M+ system,each robot considers,at each iter-
ation, all currently available tasks.For each task, each
robot usesa planner to compute its utility andannounces
the resulting value to the other robots.With each robot
broadcastingits utility for eachtask,we have communi-
cationoverheadof O

�
mn per iteration.

Uponreceipt of theotherrobots’utilities, eachrobotex-
ecutesessentiallythesamegreedy task-selectionalgorithm
that is usedin ALLIANCE : find thosetasksfor which its
utility is highestamongall robotsand pick from that set
the highest-utilitytask.This algorithmcanbe executed in
O
�
mn time per iteration.
Similar to M+, the MURDOCH task allocation mech-

anism [12] also employs a variant of CNP. Tasks are
allocatedby first-price auction [16] sequentially as they
are stochasticallyintroduced to the system;reassignment
is not allowed. Utility is computed in a task-specific
manner, asa function of relevant sensorinputs.

For each task auction, each available robot broadcasts
its bid (i.e., utility), yielding communicationoverhead of
O
�
n per iteration. Because of the asymmetric natureof

MURDOCH’s auctions,the running time varies between
the bidders and the auctioneer. Each bidder need only
compute its utility, while the auctioneer must find the
highest utility among the bidders. Thus computational



overheadper iteration is O
�
1  for biddersand O

�
n  for

the auctioneer.
Another CNP-basedapproach to MRTA, this one ap-

plied to multi-robot exploration, is described in [23].
Tasksareallocatedby first-priceauction sequentially, but
reassignment is allowed. Utilit ies arecomputedin a task-
specificmanner, in this caseasa functionof theestimated
time requiredto travel to a target location.As with MUR-
DOCH, each taskauction requireseachrobot to broadcast
its utility, resulting in communication overhead of O

�
n 

per iteration. Similarly, the computational overhead is
asymmetric:O

�
1  for biddersandO

�
n  for the auctioneer

(per iteration).
Finally, the dynamic role assignment architecturede-

scribedin [6] is another CNP-basedapproachto MRTA.
The complexities are the sameas for MURDOCH.

That such auction-basedallocation methods work in
practiceis not surprising,for it is well known that syn-
thetic economic systemscan be usedto solve a variety
of optimization problems. In fact, an appropriately con-
structedprice-basedmarket system(which the previously
describedarchitectures approximate to varying degrees)
canoptimally solve assignment problems.At equilibrium,
sucha market optimizescostsin the so-calleddual of the
original OAP, resultingin an optimal allocation[11], [2].

C. Solution quality

We have yet to characterize the results that can be
expected from the architectures that we have analyzed.
Unfortunately, such a characterization is difficult, if not
impossible,to make. The crux of this difficulty is that
all of the architecturesexecutesomekind of greedyalgo-
rithm for task allocation. The solution quality of greedy
optimizationalgorithmscanbedifficult to define, because
it can depend strongly on the natureof the input. In the
MRTA domain,the input (as describedin Section II-B),
is the setof robots,the setof tasks,and the environment
that governstheir evolution.

Although each of the approaches discussedin the
previous sectionmay in somecasesproduce allocations
that arecloseto (or even equal to) an optimal allocation,
it is trivial to construct pathological inputs that elicit
arbitrarily sub-optimalallocations4. For example,consider
thefollowing matrix,giving theutiliti es(alreadyweighted
by taskpriority) of robots A andB for tasksx andy:

x y
A 100 99
B 99 1

(7)

Using either ALLIANC E or BLE, task x would be as-
signedto robot A, leaving tasky for robotB. This solution

4In theparlanceof algorithmicanalysis,we areshowing by counterex-
amplethat the MRTA problem,as it is approachedby the architectures
understudy, lacksthegreedy-choiceproperty, which is a prerequisitefor
a greedyalgorithmto producean optimal solution [7].

yields the maximally sub-optimalvalue of 101, far less
than the obvious optimal solution.

Similarly, CNP-basedapproaches arehighly susceptible
to the time ordering of tasks. The problem with such
sequential architecturesis really a time-extendedanalogue
of the problem with simultaneous architectures such as
ALLIANCE andBLE. Still working with the sameutility
matrix (7), imaginethat the tasksx andy are introduced,
in that order, to MURDOCH. Task x would be auctioned
off to thehighestbidder, robotA, andtasky would be left
for robot B, resultingin the samepoor allocation.

Thus we go no further than to classify the algorithms
analyzed in SectionIII -B as greedy, and assertthat they
shouldbe expectedto produce nearly identical solutions,
subjectto the following observations:
� Simultaneous consideration of tasks will produce

allocationsthatareat leastasgood asthoseproduced
with sequential consideration.� Allowing reassignment of previously assignedtasks
will produceallocationsthatareat leastgoodasthose
produced without reassignment.

We are currently working to establishmore informative
performance bounds for thesealgorithms.

IV. CONCLUSION

With the goal of bringing someobjective grounding to
anemerging areaof researchthathas,to date,beenlargely
experimental,we have presented a formal study of the
problemof multi-robot taskallocation (MRTA). We have
given a domain-independent statementof the problem
and shown that it can be understoodas an instanceof
the well-known optimal assignmentproblem (OAP). By
this reduction, as well as a relatedscheduling analysis,
we have shown that it is possibleto optimally solve the
original MRTA problem in polynomial time. By interpret-
ing them as algorithmsfor solving the underlying OAP,
we have analyzed the computation and communication
requirements and (sub-)optimalityof several robot task-
allocationarchitecturesfrom the literature.

Therearemany ways in which to exploit this informa-
tion. For example, when building a multi-robot system,
one can use the results presentedin Table I in order
to select an appropriate task-allocationarchitecture(if
necessary, the analysis in Section III- B can be easily
extended to include other architectures).Similarly, when
designinga new method for MRTA, our definition of the
problemand our exposition on previous approaches may
prove useful.

For our own research,we plan to pursuethe opportuni-
tiesprovidedby thesubstantialbody of work regarding the
OAP that is available in otherfields, including operations
research,economics, and game theory. We are currently
investigating the applicability to the robot domain of a
wide variety of efficient, optimal assignment algorithms,



both distributed and centralized. Basedin part on their
communicationandcomputationrequirements (which are
generally well-known), we plan to adapt, implement, and
experimentwith someof thesealgorithmsin the domain
of multi-robot taskallocation.
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